
Exhibit X 
Train Mountain Dog Policy 

 
FTM and TM agree that nice dogs are allowed on Train Mountain property and 
problem dogs are not.  TM and FTM have agreed to implement the following Dog 
Policy November 1, 2007 : 
 
1.     Dog owners will sign a Dog Release before dogs get out of the vehicle that 
brought them.  The Dog Release will cover these points : 

A -- Owners assume all liability for any incident resulting from their pet 
being on the property. 
B -- Owners agree not to sue Train Mountain or other Train Mountain 
participants over dog related issues. 
C – Owners understand that dogs may be prey of local wild animals. 
D – Owners agree to obey Dog Policy. 
E – Dogs will be vaccinated for rabies 

 
2.    Dogs must start and end their rail journey from a point off of Train Mountain 
land or from Anaheim Siding. 
 
3.     Each dog must ride in its own riding car with 4 sides at least 10” high and be 
connected to a leash that restrains the dog and limits its ability to exit the car.  
Dogs too big to fit in a riding car are not allowed on Train Mountain property. 
 
4.     Dogs must be on a leash held by an adult when they are outside their riding 
car.  
 
5.     South of South Chiloquin Road dog owners may only walk their dogs east of 
Train Mountain Road adjacent to Anaheim siding.  North of South Chiloquin 
Road dog walking area(s) will be designated. 
 
6.     If people want to stay on Train Mountain property with their dog(s), they may 
stay in the RV spaces adjacent to Anaheim Siding. 
 
7.     On meet days only small dogs weighing less than 25 pounds are allowed on 
Train Mountain property. 
 
8.     Dog owners must pick up their dog’s poop and dispose of it properly. 
 
9.     Dogs must comport themselves in a quiet and orderly manner and may not 
frequently bark or yap.  Either TM or FTM may ban a dog that is frequently vocal 
or that causes problems.  In the event of a dispute TM and FTM must jointly 
agree to ban the dog. 
 
All changes to this Dog Policy will be jointly agreed by TM and FTM. 



 


